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AOstruct: We consider the third Ledger condition f.3: (Vxr)(X, X) = 0. which is a necessary condition 
for a Riemannian manifold M to be D’Atri. We show that, in dimension 5 or higher, there are Riemannian 
manifolds which satisfy L3 but are neither homogeneous nor D’ Atri. We also show that, conversely. in 
dimension 3 Ly alone forces M to be D’Atri, and so in particular homogeneous. 
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1. Introduction 
Recall that a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is said to be a D’Atri space if the local geodesic 
symmetries preserve the volume up to sign [3,5.6, IO,1 1, 18,191. The local geodesic symmetry 
s,, at 17 E M is defined as follows: for all X in a normal neighbourhood of the origin in the tangent 
space T,,M we put s,,(exp,(X)) = exp,(-X). If all the geodesic symmetries are isometries 
then M is said to be locally symmetric and this is equivalent o the curvature condition V R = 0. 
A D’Atri space, where the geodesic symmetries preserve only the volume, satisfies an infinite 
series of curvature conditions known as the Ledger conditions qf odd order L~A+I. k 3 I 
[ IO, 131. The first non-trivial one is the following condition on the Ricci curvature r: 
Lj: (Vxr)(X, X) = 0. 
This condition implies that M is analytic [ 171 so that the totality of odd Ledger conditions are 
together equivalent o the D’Atri condition. 
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In [3, p. 45 1) two open problems are stated: 
- Find examples of Riemannian manifolds with (Vxr)(X, X) = 0 for all vectors X, which 
are neither locally homogeneous, nor locally isometric to Riemannian products and have 
non-parallel Ricci tensor. 
- Do there exist D’Atri spaces which are not locally homogeneous? 
At the meeting “Differential Geometrie im Grossen,” Oberwolfach ‘95, the first author an- 
nounced a solution to the first problem with examples coming from Einstein-Weyl geometry. 
These examples include some recently published answer to the first problem [7,8] and will be 
presented in Section 2 together with an example on S’-bundles over a K3 surface. Further- 
more, the K3-example is proved not to satisfy the condition Ls, so that it is not D’Atri. In 
Section 3 we continue this theme on how far the Ledger conditions enforce special geometry. 
We show that in three dimensions L3 alone forces both homogeneity and the D’Atri condition. 
The four-dimensional case is still open but the freedom in the linearized Einstein condition is 
two functions of three variables, so the freedom in linearized L3 cannot be less and we expect 
locally solutions to exist which are not homogeneous. 
2. Einstein-Weyl geometry and the L3 condition 
We shall see how Einstein-Weyl geometry provides many examples of locally non- 
homogeneous Riemannian manifolds satisfying L3 but with Vr # 0. A conformal n-manifold 
(Mn, [g]) with a torsion-free conformal connection D is said to be Einstein-Weyl if the trace- 
free-symmetric part of the Ricci curvature r o of D vanishes [4]. If g is a metric in the conformal 
structure then as D is conformal, Dg = -2~0, @3 g for a l-form I+. On a compact space there 
is a unique (up to homothety) metric g, the Gauduchon gauge, such that d*gmg = 0 [4]. In this 
gauge u,!$ is a Killing vector and the Einstein-Weyl condition on the Ricci curvature rD of D 
can be expressed in terms of the Levi-Civita connection V of the Gauduchon gauge: 
I-= ;.+214 g-(n-2)w,@mw, 
> 
a, where r is the Ricci curvature of V and G is the Gauduchon constant [4]. Then, as wR 1s 
Killing, VW, = idw, = i F where F is the Faraday curvature [4] and we get 
(Vxr)(Y, 2) = 2F(X, u$)g(Y, 2) 
-;(n - 2)]F(X, Y&(z) + F(X, Z)o,(Y)]. 
Therefore, (Vxr)(X, X) = 2F(X, ~$‘)]Xli. In [13] we constructed a series of Einstein-Weyl 
structures on torus bundles over products of Kahler-Einstein manifolds. In those examples the 
Gauduchon gauge g is a Riemannian submersion, the vector field ~2 is along the fiber and 
the 2-form F is the curvature of the bundle. In particular we get (V”r)(V, V) = 0 for all V 
and (Vxr)(Y, ~2) = i(2 - n)F(X, Y)(w& for X, Y horizontal tangent vectors. Thus, L3 is 
satisfied, but Vr # 0. 
In order to describe these examples in more detail, let Bi, i = 1, 2, . _ . , m be Kahler-Einstein 
manifolds with Chern class cl (Bi) = yiai, where ai is an indivisible cohomology class. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let n: M -+ B = B1 x . . . x B,, be u principal T’-bundle, r < m + 1, k*‘ith 
characteristic classes /I; = Cy=, b;jn*ag where bii are integers and the matrix (bii) has rank 
at least r - 1. Then the underlying Riemannian marCfold of the Einstein-Weyl structures (g . co, ) 
on A4 constructed in [ 131 sati.$es the L3 condition and Vr is not identically zero. 
Remark. The base manifolds B;, i = 1, 2. . . . . m can be chosen to have high cohomogeneity. 
A special class is obtained from a circle bundle over the Kahler-Einstein 4-manifolds of Koiso 
and Sakane of high cohomogeneity [3,9]. 
We are not able to compute the other Ledger conditions for these Einstein-Weyl geometries. 
In particular, we are not able to decide if these examples have the D’Atri property. For this 
reason we consider a different source of examples with a more manageable curvature tensor: 
Let (B. go ) be a K3 surface. Then the metric go is Ricci-flat and anti-self-dual, so the curvature 
R” vanishes on the bundle A+ of self-dual 2-forms. Therefore, there are three Kahler forms 
(F‘I, F?. F3) of length 1 trivializing the bundle A+ (B is hyper-Kahler). The corresponding 
principal circle bundles (PI. P2, P3) are non-trivial as Fi # 0. Also, B has no Killing vectors 
since the genus a is non-zero [2]. Then, on M = PI, choose a connection 1 -form H such that 
clC, = PI = F and let 
be the unique Riemannian submersion metric on n: M + B with geodesic fibers. 
Theorem 2.2. The Riemannian 5-manifold (M, g) satisjies the Ledger condition L? but not 
the c:ondition Ls. 
Remark. Thus, this bundle over a K3-surface is an example of a locally non-homogeneous 
non-D’Atri S-manifold satisfying L3 but with Or not identically zero. 
Proof. The curvature tensor R of (M, g) is easily computed in terms of the Kghler form F and 
the curvature RB of (B, go) via the O’Neill formulae for Riemannian submersions [3]: Let U 
be the vertical vector field such that 0(U) = I and let X. Y, Z. W be horizontal vectors. Then 
g(R(X. U)Y. I/) = &(X. Y), 
g(R(X, Y)Z. U) = 0, 
g(R(X. Y)Z. W) = g(RB(X. Y)Z. W) 
-;F(X. Y)F(Z, W) + ;F(Y, Z)F(X. W) 
-iF(X, Z)F(Y, W). 
From this we get 
r(Y. Z) = $Fl’Q(Y)Q(Z) - cF(Y. Xi)F(Z, X;). 
1=I 
where (Xi ) is an orthonormal basis of horizontal vectors. Therefore 
Vr I= {I FI’(F @ 6’ + 0 @I F) 
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thus the L3 condition is clearly satisfied by the antisymmetry of F while (Vxr)(Y, U) = 
IF12F(X, Y) # 0. 
For the next Ledger condition L5 we use the abstract index convention and spinor formal- 
ism [14]: the L5 condition is 
V(CJ@j&) = 0 (2.1) 
[181, where Q+,s = T(,gy~) and &++,A = b,p& s * @. Here round brackets indicate sym- 
metrisation. Let us use a frame where e ” = 6 and where (e’ , e*, e3, e4) is an orthonormal 
frame for ga. Also, indices a, j3, . . . refer to the 5metric while a, b, . . . refer to go. The cur- 
vature of the K3-surface is equal to the anti-self-dual part of the Weyl curvature so in terms of 
spinors [ 14,181 
R‘C& = * ACDE&A’C’&D’E’. 
Therefore RaBcde R, h Bc e = qJ ADCEqKH CE~~~K~~D~~~. Recall that the Kahler form is self-dual 
Fab = E,JB F,J~BJ and let \Ir* = ‘I”A~DE’P~~~~. 
Then 
&cd = ($*’ + ;) &rib&d) - ~*ABcDF(A’B’Fc’D’), 
s 0000 = 4, SO000 = 0, 
SOOab = -$&b, S Oabc = 0. 
The connection matrix map defined by Ve” = -woLfi @ efl is given by 
Woa = &be’, mu/, = kUh - Fabeo, 
where hub is the connection matrix of the base (B, go). It follows that the part of (2.1) orthogonal 
to e” is 
V(aSbcde) = 0. (2.2) 
One spinor irreducible part of (2.2) is F (~1~1 FD~E~VA~)(A BCDE) = 0. This implies 
VA!(A*BCDE) = 0 
and together with the contracted Bianchi identity VALE ‘-IJABCD = 0 we would have 
vA’A+BCDE = 0. 
Thus the L5 condition implies that the Weyl tensor of the base B is covariant constant which 
certainly does not hold for a K3-surface. This proves that the L5 condition is not satisfied. 0 
3. The third Ledger condition in three dimensions 
In this section we prove the following: 
Theorem 3.1. If the 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) satisfies the Ledger condition 
Lx then (M, g) is necessarily a D’Atri space and in particular is homogeneous. 
Proof. The method of proof is as follows. First by differentiation and manipulation of LA we 
show that all scalar invariants of the Ricci tensor are constant. By a result of [151 this implies 
that (M, g) is locally homogeneous. Local homogeneity and L3 imply that (M, 9) is naturally 
reductive and therefore D' Atri by a result of [I 1. (Note that Kowalski [ 101 finds explicitly all 
the 3-dimensional D’ Atri spaces. Kowalski’s analysis as formulated by him uses both L; and 
Li. Theorem 3.1 can be viewed as eliminating L5 from the argument). 
Thus we wish to show from L3 that the Ricci tensor has all scalar invariants constant. This 
is ;I calculation in tensor calculus which we shall carry out usin, 0 Penrose’s abstract index 
convention. If the Ricci tensor is written r,,/, then LJ is the equation 
v~Jj,r.) = 0 (3.1) 
or written out without the symmetrising brackets 
V~iTh~~ + vhT(,(r + vcrcLh = 0. (3.7) 
Tdce the trace of (3.2) using the metric gb’ to find 
0,s f 2V”Q, = 0. (3.3) 
where s = gh”r,,r, is the scalar curvature. The twice-contracted Bianchi identity in this notation 
takes the form 
v<,s - 2v%,,,, = 0 
so we may conclude that 
v,, .Y = 0 = V”?.<,/, (3.1) 
and in particular the scalar curvature is constant (this is a well-known consequence of L-, ). 
Next we recall the definition of the Cotton-York tensor Sah, whose vanishing characterises 
conformal-flatness in 3 dimensions. This is 
S (I h = ‘F (,(lvJr ? ‘(I < dh (3.5) 
(strictly speaking, this is a multiple of the Cotton-York tensor. The factor is chosen for later 
convenience.) Note that St& as defined by (3.5) is automatically symmetric because of (3.4). In 
the absense of (3.4) one would need to symmetrise the right-hand-side of (3.5) over N and h. 
Also recall that So,, is trace-free and divergence-free: 
S =: g(‘/‘&,, ZX 0; VI&[, = 0. (3.6) 
Now the idea is that, given L3, S,h is the only non-zero component of the derivative of the Kicci 
tensor. In other words one can solve (3.5) for the derivative of the Ricci tensor. The result is 
To prove (3.7), one substitutes the right-hand-side of (3.5) into the expression on the right- 
hand-side of (3.7) and expands the product of r-tensors using the identity 
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Now use of L3 leads to (3.7). 
The next step is to commute derivatives on r&, using the Ricci identity and (3.7). This leads 
to the expression (3.11) below for the derivative of &b. The Ricci identity in 3-dimensions 
applied to rob may be written 
f f 2E~“hVavhl;lP = -Ecuh(&,d rfe + R,,, r,fd). (3.8) 
Substitute (3.7) into the left-hand-side of (3.8) and simplify the right-hand-side to find 
v,&d + vd&, = 2Ed:rb’r,fP I’ - Edc. srhr 
+ 2Eec!rht r,fd - &,,!s?&. (3.9) 
Symmetrising (3.9) on e, c and d we find 
VJ,., + V(s& + v,s,,, = 0 (3.10) 
so that &d also satisfies L3. Using this back in (3.9) we find 
0,.&d = E,.(j Qd),f (3.11) 
with 
Qdf = 4rdrrfe - 2srd.f. (3.12) 
(In fact there is freedom in the choice of Qd,f to satisfy (3.1 l), and (3.12) is simply a convenient 
choice.) 
The next step is similar to the last: we commute derivatives on &d and use the Ricci identity 
and (3.11) and (3.12). In place of (3.9) we obtain the more complicated expression: 
a,,‘@ !&,.f - v(, Q,; = 2Eafera&,f + 2Eccb’&,fr’l; 7 - SC,reS 4f. (3.13) 
All we need from (3.13) is the trace on e and c. This is 
;v’Qd,( - +o,Qfr = E~Pr,,s~~,. (3.14) 
We use (3.12) on the left-hand-side in (3.14) and simplify using (3.7). After some calculation 
the end result is 
Edb”rbf Sje = 0. (3.15) 
This is an important formula and several things follow from it. First of all the Ricci and Cotton- 
York tensors, regarded as endomorphisms, commute and so can be simultaneously diagonalised. 
Secondly, the scalar invariant r “rub is constant. To see this, calculate 
V,(rabrab) = 2rabV$“& 
and substitute from (3.7) and (3.15) to see that this is zero. Thirdly the scalar invariant Sub&, is 
also constant as follows from (3.1 l), (3.12) and (3.15). There is now only one scalar invariant 
of rob to consider. For this we use the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for the Ricci tensor in the 
form: 
Cbsy”r,dyb a a( d- sraCrch + Br,’ - CSub = 0, (3.16) 
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where B = i(.v’ - ~,,~‘rd’) which we now know to be constant. and C = det(r(,“) is the third 
invariant whose constancy we wish to establish. 
We form VU Cc: from (3. I6), expand and use (3.4), and the constancy of B to find 
VhC = V” (r,.(‘t-( “Y,:‘) 
ZZ l.,,(’ Y,,” V” r,; by (3.4) 
I ., .d = ?I,, I,. F rrhcS cd by (3.7) 
= 0 by (3.15). 
Therefore C is constant, so all coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of the Ricci tensor 
are constant and so, finally, all eigen-values of the Ricci tensor are constant. This is what we set 
out to prove. We have also found that all scalar invariants of LI$,,~ are constant and by induction 
this will prove that all scalar invariants of covariant derivatives of the Ricci tensor of all orders 
are constant. This suftices to prove homogeneity [ 161. However, for our purposes we may 
deduce homogeneity from [ 1 S] and complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 as described above. 
r 
With Theorem 3. I we have shown that Ls alone is enough to force both homogeneity and 
the D’Atri property in dimension 3. Of course in dimension 2, L3 forces constancy of scalar 
curvature and therefore local symmetry. From the work in Section 2 we see that in dimension 5 
(and, therefore, in dimension greater than 5). Lj alone forces neither homogeneity nor the 
II’Atri property. 
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